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abstraCt. part two of this article deals with problems related to land valuation. for that 
purpose, a site of 6.89 ares located in Švitrigailos Street XX, Vilnius, was selected as the 
research object and appraised using three approaches: the sales comparison approach, the 
mamva method and the mass valuation approach. peculiarities of these methods in land valu-
ation were reviewed and the recommendations were provided for land valuation for taxation 
purposes applicable in a new model for lithuanian real property taxation system.   
KeyworDs: land market value; sales comparison approach; multiple attribute market value 
assessment method mamva
1. iNtroDuCtioN
part one of this article (raslanas et al., 
2010) stressed the importance to follow the 
principle of just taxation, which is understood 
as calculation of the exact and valid tax value. 
Chapman et al. (2009) stated that land value 
taxation has numerous potential advantages 
compared to conventional property taxes on 
capital and land. However, this statement is 
based on the idea that land values are assessed 
without error.
the majority of European countries have 
systems of mass valuation of land for taxation 
purposes in place. mass valuation of real prop-
erty is a systematic valuation of real proper-
ty items performed on a specific date using 
standard procedures and statistical analysis, 
while individual valuation determines the 
value of an individual property item. mass 
valuation models are commonly based on the 
sales comparison method and the ordinary 
least squares (ols) linear regression is the 
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traditional method used to build models in 
this approach (Kontrimas and verikas, 2006, 
2007, 2009).  
although the sales comparison approach is 
the most common and preferred method, the 
results obtained from mass valuation mod-
els are influenced by the number of market 
transactions used in the analysis and by the 
accuracy of the data, which are sales prices. 
among the most important drawbacks of the 
sales comparison approach are its limitations 
in the markets that fail to provide sufficient 
data about transactions.
aragonés-beltrán et al. (2008) proposed 
the application of the analytic network proc-
ess (anp) based on the multiple Criteria Deci-
sion analysis (mCDa) in property valuation. it 
attempts to deal with some of the drawbacks 
found in classical property valuation meth-
ods and to broaden the scope of current ap-
proaches. traditional land valuation methods 
are more liable to be restricted with human 
elements. land valuation using C5.0 with the 
function to build boosting decision tree is a 
more scientific and appropriate land valuation 
method (Xue et al., 2008)
one of the prevailing real estate market be-
haviour theories that help to assess the market 
value of property is the theory of value disin-
tegration, which states that the market value 
of property can be calculated by disintegration 
of such property into a set of attributes. the 
disintegration methods are, however, more 
successful in mass analyses rather than in 
valuation of individual property. Kettani and 
Khelifi (2001) presented the decision support 
programme paritop, which employed math-
ematical programming in assessment of the 
market value of large amount of residential 
property in Quebec. the paritop technique is 
based on the direct comparison method, where 
the market value of property is explained 
through its comparisons with other success-
fully sold properties.
2. estimatioN of tHe marKet 
Value for laND site
in the sales comparison approach, the mar-
ket value is estimated on the basis of the com-
parison of the subject and similar properties, 
which have been sold recently or are listed for 
sale, or agreements for sale of such property 
are in the process of execution. this method’s 
main assumption is that the market value of 
property is directly related to prices of com-
parable and competitive properties. the more 
comparable sales transactions are available, 
the better the final analysis. The value differ-
ences of two properties are calculated by multi-
plying the differences of the valuated features 
with fractional correction coefficients for such 
features. Whereas in valuation of urban land 
sites the most important correction coefficients 
are for front, width and depth of each existing 
parcel (Castillo et al., 2007).
The specific feature of the sales comparison 
approach is the ease of its use; thus it is the 
most popular among appraisers and, in most 
cases, returns the most reliable real estate 
value, especially if the number of equivalent 
objects sold in the market is high. However, 
appraisers commonly use only small amount 
of data related to sales prices of comparable 
properties in their valuations and compensate 
that lack with their knowledge and experience. 
Comparable items must be as closely matched 
to the factors affecting the value of the ap-
praised property as possible. all cases with 
unusual or personal circumstances related to 
sales must be eliminated. the objects can only 
be compared when the corrections of their rela-
tively negligible differences do not exceed 35 
percent. the corrections should not be based 
on subjective assessment of differences be-
tween the objects (raslanas, 2005; raslanas 
and Tupėnaitė, 2005). 
application of the sales comparison ap-
proach must necessarily consider all factors 
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affecting the value, including the neighbour-
hood factor. the effect of such factors can 
be determined through a simple polynomial 
correlation-regression analysis, which, how-
ever, is not common in practice. naturally, 
appraiser’s experience, which determines the 
quality of valuation, is important in the sales 
comparison approach. in his study, isakson 
(2002) analysed different interpretations of 
the sales comparison approach used by sci-
entists and practicing appraisers and finally 
came up with two models, which revealed 
that scientists usually use assumptions and 
the results of correlation-regression analysis 
to calculate the values, while appraisers typi-
cally base their decisions on their experience. 
the author’s conclusions may benefit both 
parties by matching the practice of apprais-
ers and the mathematical analysis technique 
of scientists.
valuation of built sites includes a new fac-
tor – a building. the presence of a building 
means that it must be considered in land valu-
ation. there are two opposite opinions wheth-
er buildings may affect the land value. some 
experts believe that buildings should not be 
considered in land valuation. in such case, the 
value of land in a built site is determined as 
if it is free of any buildings. However, a com-
mon belief claims that values of a built site 
and an unbuilt site cannot be compared. there 
are cases when the actual buildings differ from 
the permissible extent of construction and this 
fact must necessarily affect the value; besides, 
land valuation as if the site is unbuilt is fair 
only in exceptional cases. the land value in 
sites with old buildings is usually lower than 
that of similar sites without buildings. lin 
and Jhen (2009) applied the linear regression 
model for real property through separation of 
the values of land and a building. they dem-
onstrated that the ratio of land value to total 
property price varies across property types and 
age of property.
on the basis of the methods described in 
this article, the valuation of private land site is 
our research. three properties comparable to 
the appraised property were selected. the data 
about real and completed transactions were 
obtained from the state enterprise “Registrų 
Centras” (the Centre of registers). two prop-
erties are in the same naujamiestis neigh-
bourhood (nearby) and the third property is in 
a nearby neighbourhood.
the appraised property and the comparable 
properties have differences in quality, quantity 
and market conditions. the description of the 
valuated item and the comparable properties 
is presented further on in this paper. the pur-
pose of the present model and database is to 
determine the highest and the best use of a 
property (the highest and the best use is the 
fundamental concept of the value which im-
plies the maximum profitability by best uti-
lization of an asset). in order to demonstrate 
the application of the above module and the 
database, the sites are considered below as 
an example. the module and the database as-
sume direct and proportional dependence of 
priority (highest and best use) of the versions 
in question on a system of criteria adequately 
describing the alternatives and on values and 
significances of the criteria. Experts determine 
the system of criteria and calculate the values 
and initial significances of criteria. Stakehold-
ers can correct this information by taking into 
consideration their goals and existing capabili-
ties. Hence, the assessment results of alterna-
tives fully reflect the initial data jointly sub-
mitted by experts and stakeholders.
3. DesCriPtioN of tHe ValuateD 
laND site 
the land site valuated in this article 
is located in naujamiestis neighbourhood 
(Švitrigailos Street XX, Vilnius; Figure 1). Nau-
jamiestis neighbourhood is in the central part 
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of vilnius to the west of senamiestis neigh-
bourhood, on the left bank of the river neris. 
it is a unique neighbourhood both by the 
number of operating companies, by the size 
of its territory and by the concentration of 
companies. the neighbourhood covers an 
area of 4.8 km2 or 1.2 percent of the entire 
territory of vilnius. the number of companies 
operating in the neighbourhood is the high-
est in the city of vilnius: 3,626 companies or 
figure 1. map of the territory
figure 2. appraised property (site)
22.4 percent of all companies operating in vil-
nius. the density of companies is also the high-
est in the city and makes up 755.4 companies 
per 1 km2. in addition to the high concentration 
of companies, the neighbourhood is also highly 
multifunctional because one type of activi-
ties does not dominate as in other neighbour-
hoods. 
the site is trapezium-shaped, covers an area 
of 6.89 ares and is on a level relief (figure 2). 
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the following networks are available in the 
site: water supply, rainwater drainage, sewer-
age, gas and telecommunications. the site is 
in the territory of abandoned houses and ends 
at Švitrigailos Street (4-lane asphalted street 
with pavements) on one side and at Amatų 
street (unsurfaced) on another. the buildings 
of vilnius sock and hosiery production com-
pany “Sparta” are across Švitrigailos Street. 
there are the shopping centre “norfa”, the 
faculty of Electronics (vGtu) and naugardu-
kas secondary school at a distance of 200 me-
tres from the site. 
the appraised site is also close to the cross-
roads of Kauno Street and Švitrigailos Street 
and the buildings of the former factory “Elfa”. 
The traffic in Kauno and Švitrigailos streets is 
heavy. therefore, the air pollution by exhaust 
gases of vehicles and the noise levels are high 
in the site. 
the distance to the centre of vilnius (Gedi-
mino avenue) is about 2 km; also about 2 km 
to vilnius international airport and about 
1 km to the bus and railway stations. the 
access to the appraised site is good: fast and 
simple routes to the centre both by public and 
private transport. Specific features of the envi-
ronment include domination of old construction 
industrial buildings, which are currently part-
ly converted, and apartment buildings of old 
construction. the site is covered in debris and 
overgrown with trees and shrubs. the purpose 
of the site is “other purposes” (for construction 
and use of private houses/structures). 
the dominating features of the territory 
around the appraised site, which are specified 
in the table of regulations of the main draw-
ing of the General plan of the City of vilnius 
for 2015, are as follows: mixed territories of 
the key urban centres with exclusive require-
ments applicable to architecture of buildings 
and public areas. residential, commercial and 
public activities dominate. 
possible main purposes and ways of land 
use:





territories for commercial buildings and  –
structures;




building regulations (applicable to new 
construction works) are as follows: maximum 
building intensity ui in sites umax ≤ 3.0, maxi-
mum building height hmax (not applicable to 
technological equipment) up to 35 m (high-rise 
buildings are possible in case of a special plan 
of high-rise buildings). thus the provisions of 
the general plan are the factor that raises the 
value of the site.
4. reView of tHe laND marKet  
iN tHe City of VilNius 
the land market is still in the process of 
formation and rather chaotic in lithuania. 
the situation is determined by various fac-
tors, among which the key factors are the in-
complete process of land return, insufficiently 
defined land planning procedures and a high 
variation of housing prices. Encumbered land 
return limits the supply in the land market 
thus contributing to the trends of increasing 
land prices. in 2007, the land market in viln-
ius was determined by small supply of attrac-
tive sites. However, in case of sites offered for 
sale together with a detailed plan or a build-
ing permit, the real estate developers, after as-
sessment of their expenditures and the return 
on investment, would shy away from buying 
due to excessive prices. 
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in 2007, the supply of sites for multi-storey 
construction was increasing and their prices 
not only stopped rising but also dropped. the 
situation was determined by the fact that 
prices of multi-storey construction sites had 
reached the ceiling, construction costs had in-
creased and the margin profits of real estate 
development had decreased. therefore, compa-
nies that did not have real estate development 
as their main activity but rather procured the 
sites for speculation purposes failed to devel-
op the sites and made a decision to sell them 
instead of constructing something in them. 
foreign investors also lost hope to make fast 
and speculative profit from land thus they re-
frained from blind procurement of land. the 
resulting higher supply was the cause of fall-
ing land prices. 
residential and commercial sites in pres-
tigious districts of vilnius – the Centre, the 
Old Town, Užupis, Antakalnis, Naujamiestis 
and Žvėrynas – were the most expensive. The 
land in the territories with the highest al-
lowed building intensity foreseen in the Gen-
eral plan of vilnius was traded at the high-
est prices. the trends of urban development 
and investments into a specific location also 
made a significant impact on the land price. 
the average price of residential sites in the 
centre, on the left bank of the neris, varied 
between 1,000,000 ltl/a and 1,500,000 ltl/a 
(“a” stands for “are”), while on the right bank 
of the neris varied between 215,000 ltl/a 
and 450,000 ltl/a. the prices of residen-
tial sites in the old town varied between 
200,000 LTL/a and 300,000 LTL/a, in Užupis 
between 200,000 ltl/a and 350,000 ltl/a, 
in naujamiestis between 150,000 ltl/a and 
240,000 LTL/a, and in Žvėrynas between 
200,000 ltl/a and 300,000 ltl/a. the sites 
in antakalnis were cheaper and their aver-
age prices varied between 100,000 ltl/a and 
200,000 ltl/a. the average prices of residential 
sites in Naujininkai, Žirmūnai and Rasos var-
ied between 70,000 ltl/a and 200,000 ltl/a, 
while in Lazdynai, Karoliniškės, Justiniškės, 
Pašilaičiai, Baltupiai, Jeruzalė and Santariškės 
between 70,000 ltl/a and 130,000 ltl/a. the 
sites in the suburbs of vilnius and in the com-
muter settlements were cheaper. the aver-
age price of residential land varied between 
10,000 ltl/a and 25,000 ltl/a, while the av-
erage price of agricultural land varied between 
1,000 ltl/a and 3,000 ltl/a. 
the following factors determined the de-
mand for the appraised site and its market 
value: 
the purpose of the site, which is “other  –
purposes” (for construction and use of 
private buildings/structures);
provisions of the General plan of viln- –
ius, which set the maximum building in-
tensity ui in the sites at umax ≤ 3.0 and 
the maximum building height hmax (not 
applicable to technological equipment) 
up to 35 m (high-rise buildings are pos-
sible in case of a special plan of high-rise 
buildings);
fast access to the centre, the airport and  –
the railway and bus stations;
available water supply, rainwater drain- –
age, sewerage, gas networks and tel-
ecommunication lines;
increased air pollution in the environ- –
ment and high traffic noise level;
old type urbanised environment. –
5. DesCriPtioN of tHe 
ComParable ProPerties
the data about similar actual land sales 
transactions in vilnius obtained from the state 
Enterprise “Registrų Centras” was used in cal-
culations of the market value of the appraised 
site. the main issue of valuation in this case is 
related to the fact that few land sales transac-
tions related to land for other purposes (con-
struction and use of private houses/buildings) 
were recorded last year in the neighbouring 
territory of the appraised site, because the 
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territory is dominated by commercial land. 
therefore, in addition to two sites actually 
sold 5 and 7 months ago, a site available for 
sale in the nearby Birželio 23-iosios Street was 
considered as well. the analysis of land mar-
ket revealed that the prices of sites for other 
purposes (private houses) in 2007 in vilnius 
increased by 25 percent in average.
The address of the first comparable site 
(Comparable property 1) is algirdo street 
14, naujamiestis neighbourhood, vilnius, at 
a distance of about 1 km from the appraised 
site and the city centre (table 1 and 3). this 
site shares the purpose with the appraised 
site: other purposes – for private houses. the 
area of the site is 8.66 ares, it is of a rectan-
gular shape and the following networks are 
available: water supply, rainwater drainage, 
sewerage, gas and telecommunications. this 
comparable property is in a better location 
that the appraised site: the shopping centre 
“maxima” and the 3rd police Commissariat of 
the City of vilnius are located at a distance of 
200 metres, while the bank “snoras” and vil-
nius mindaugas secondary school are located 
at a distance of 100 metres. like the appraised 
site, this site is empty – there are no buildings 
in it. the situation with environment pollution 
in this site is better than in the appraised site, 
because the traffic in Algirdo Street is slower 
than in Švitrigailos Street. The site was sold 5 
months ago for ltl 1,750 thousand, i.e. ltl 
202,079 for 1 are.  
the second comparable site (Comparable 
Property 2) is located in Krivių Street. This 
site shares the purpose with the appraised site: 
other purposes – for private houses. the area 
of the site is 8.40 ares, it is of a rectangular 
shape and the following networks are avail-
able: water supply, rainwater drainage, sewer-
age, gas and telecommunications. this compa-
rable property is in a better location than the 
appraised site and Comparable property 1. it 
is located in a prestigious and quiet neighbour-
hood of residential houses near the old town 
and the city centre. like the appraised site, 
this site is empty – there are no buildings in it. 
this site is in a better location in the sense of 
environment pollution than the appraised site 
and Comparable Property 1, because the traffic 
is slow in Krivių Street, the national cultural 
reservation of vilnius castles is located nearby 
and there are many trees. the site is close to 
a few schools, colleges and shopping centres. 
the site was sold 8 months ago for ltl 1,500 
thousand, i.e. ltl 178,571 for 1 are.
the third comparable site (Comparable 
Property 3) is located in Birželio 23-sios Street, 
naujamiestis neighbourhood, at a distance of 
about 600 metres from the appraised site. this 
site shares the purpose with the appraised 
site: other purposes – for private houses. the 
area of the site is 8.28 ares, it is of a rectan-
gular shape and the following networks are 
available: water supply, rainwater drainage, 
sewerage, gas and telecommunications. there 
is a low-value building in the site – a garage. 
this comparable property is in similar location 
as the appraised site. there is the shopping 
centre “rimi” at a distance of 200 metres, 
the furniture and interior centre “skraja” at 
a distance of 300 m and the Chief police Com-
missariat of the City of vilnius nearby. this 
site is in a better location in terms of the en-
vironment pollution than the appraised site, 
because the traffic in Birželio 23-sios Street 
is slower than in Švitrigailos Street. At the 
time of valuation this site is available for sale 
for ltl 1,982 thousand, i.e. ltl 240,000 for 
1 are.
one feature shared by all three compara-
ble properties is that, according to the provi-
sions of the General plan of the City of vilnius 
for 2015, residential buildings constructed in 
these sites must be up to 5 storeys. analysis of 
the available parking space reveals the same 
situation in the appraised site and in Com-
parable properties 1 and 2 (parking space on 
the street), while Comparable property 3 has 
available spaces in a parking lot. 
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6. CalCulatioN of tHe site’s 
Value 
Zavadskas and Kaklauskas (1996) have 
developed the multiple criteria complex pro-
portional assessment method for evaluation 
of construction projects. this method has been 
successfully applied for diverse multipurpose 
problems: in property valuation (Malienė, 
2000), in rational decision-making on reno-
vation of buildings (Kaklauskas et al., 2005, 
2006; Mickaitytė, 2008; Mickaitytė et al., 2008; 
Karbassi et al., 2008), in selection of building 
walls (Ginevičius et al., 2008; Zavadskas et 
al., 2008a), in valuation of building lifecycle 
(Banaitienė et al., 2008; Turskis, 2009), in selec-
tion of variants for facilities management (lep-
kova et al., 2008), in evaluation of contractors 
managing apartment houses (Zavadskas et al., 
2009), in selection of project managers (Zavad-
skas et al., 2008b), in multiple criteria analysis 
of property of energy companies (Šliogerienė 
et al., 2009), in decision-making processes of 
real estate negotiations (Urbanavičienė, 2009; 
Urbanavičienė et al., 2009), in evaluation of con-
tractors (Tamošaitienė, 2009; Andruškevičius, 
2005; Zavadskas et al., 2009), in selection of 
rational processes of construction technology 
(malinauskas and Kalibatas, 2005), in evalu-
ation of a sustainable residential neighbour-
hood (Viteikienė, 2006; Viteikienė, 2008) and 
in solution of other numerous tasks (Datta et 
al., 2009; Ginevičius and Ginevičienė, 2009; 
Ginevičius and Podvezko, 2008a, 2008b, 2009; 
mazumdar, 2009; bivainis and Drejeris, 2009; 
Naimavičienė, 2008; Banaitis and Banaitienė, 
2007). 
a real estate multiple criteria method based 
on the said method was used in property valu-
ation. it is the multiple attribute market value 
assessment method (mamva), which helps to 
determine the market value of the appraised 
property after several calculation cycles. in 
mamva method, the criteria related to the 
appraised site and to the comparable sites are 
provided in a grouped decision-making ma-
trix, the columns of which correspond to the 
analysed objects n (appraised and comparable) 
and the lines give quantitative and conceptual 
information (Zavadskas et al., 2008c). in the 
grouped decision-making matrix, the criteria 
are classified into two groups: quantitative and 
qualitative. the multiple criteria real estate 
valuation method includes 12 stages. stage 1 is 
dedicated to creation of a system of factors that 
affect the market value of the item. stage 2 
is dedicated to determination of measuring 
units, values and initial weights of the factors. 
stage 3 is dedicated to compilation of a nor-
malised decision-making matrix D: comparable 
indicators are converted into non-dimensional 
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here: xij is the value i of the factor j of the 
comparable site; m is the number of factors; 
n is the number of comparable sites; qi  is the 
weight of the factor i.
stage 4. the sums of minimising S-j and 
maximising S+j evaluated normalised indica-
tors describing the variant j are calculated us-
ing the formula:
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stage 5. The relative weights (efficiencies) 
of comparable sites are determined on the ba-
sis of their positive qualities S+j (pluses) and 
negative qualities S-j (minuses). the relative 
weight Qj of each variant aj is determined us-
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stage 6. the priority order of the sites is 
determined. the higher Qj, the more efficient 
(higher priority) is the variant. 
stage 7. the utility degree Nj of the site aj 







stage 8. The efficiency degree Exj of all 
variants aj is calculated. it shows the percent-
age at which object ax is better/worse than ob-
ject aj: 
E N N j nxj x j= − =, , .1  (5)
stage 9. the mean deviation kx of the util-
ity degree Nj of the site ax is calculated:





∑ : ( ).1
1
 (6)
stage 10. if the mean deviation kx of the 
utility degree Nj of the appraised site calculat-
ed in stage 9 does not satisfy the condition:
|kax | < 1%. (7)
then the stage 11 follows. 
stage 11. Correction of the value Vxp of the 
appraised site using the formula:
Vxp  = Cx (1 + kx : 100). (8)
here: Vxp is the corrected value of the ap-
praised site; Cx is the corrected value of the 
appraised site after the nth approximation and 
kx is the mean deviation of the utility degree 
Nj of the appraised site after the nth approxi-
mation. the value of the appraised site is cor-
rected using the approximation method, until 
the mean deviation kx of the utility degree of 
the appraised site in the approximation cycle 
satisfies the condition 7. When condition 7 is 
satisfied (Stage 10), we proceed to Stage 12. 
stage 12. Calculation of the market value 
Vx of the appraised site:
Vx  = Cx (1 + kx : 100). (9)
here: Vx is the site’s market value. 
7. iNVestiGatioN ProCess aND 
summary of tHe results
regarding the main characteristics of 
qualitative, quantitative and market descrip-
tions of the appraised site and the comparable 
sites, a grouped decision making matrix was 
formed (table 1). this matrix was complied 
to calculate the value of the site located in 
Švitrigailos Street XX, Vilnius, and to assess 
the positive and negative features of the ap-
praised property and the comparable proper-
ties in an integrated manner. the system of 
criteria was compiled from all possible criteria, 
which define the quantitative and qualitative 
features of the appraised property and com-
parable properties. the weights of the criteria 
were determined using the expert method – a 
survey of market participants, such as buyers, 
sellers, appraisers and intermediaries. the 
sales prices of Comparable properties 1 and 2 
are realistic, i.e. they have not been exagger-
ated or lowered due to personal issues of the 
market participants and other unforeseen cir-
cumstances. it may be claimed that all criteria 
that affect the market value of this type of ap-
praised property have been foreseen. Compa-
rable site 1 was sold 5 months ago and Com-
parable site 2 was sold 8 months ago. the time 
of selling of Comparable site 3 available for 
sale is the same as the time of the appraised 
site; therefore, the time correction coefficient 
is disregarded. the weight of the sales price 
criterion equal to 0.5 was considered as equal 
to the sum of weights of all other criteria that 
affect the market value.
in the decision-making matrix, quantitative 
criteria, such as the sales prices of the com-
parable sites, their areas, the time of selling 
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and allowed building height in the site, were 
expressed in quantities, such as thousand 
ltl, ares, months, units; while the qualita-
tive criteria were measured in points deter-
mined through selection of the beast value of 
a specific property and attribution of relative 
values to other properties. for instance, in 
terms of adjacent structures the site in algir-
das street (Comparable site 1) is the best, thus 
the highest value equal to 1 was attributed to 
the criterion for this site, while the appraised 
site in this sense is worse and was attributed 
the value of 0.5. Comparable site 3 is worse 
than Comparable site 1 in terms of adjacent 
structures, thus the value of its criterion is also 
lower and equal to 0.6. the adjacent structures 
of Comparable site 2 are better than those of 
Comparable site 3 and the appraised site but 
worse than those of Comparable site 1, thus 
the value of its criterion is 0.8. 
The weights of criteria that define the im-
pact on the market value of the site were de-
termined with the help of the expert method. 
for example, the most important factors that 
affect the market value of the property with 
such purpose (sites) are as follows: site posi-
tion (weight 0.0669), prestige of the location 
(0.0452) and available parking (0.0452). the 
results of multiple criteria evaluation are 
shown in table 2.
the value of the site was estimated in 2 cy-
cles of refinement, until the mean deviation kx, 
of the utility degree of the appraised site cal-
culated in Stage 2 of the method satisfied the 
condition kax < 1% (table 3). the value of the 
appraised site calculated in the second ap-
proximation cycle makes up LTL 1,726,560 ≈ 
ltl 1,730,000. it is the final market val-
ue of the site calculated using the mamva 
method. 
table 1. initial data for multiple criteria decision-making related to the site
no. Criteria under evaluation measuring units of 
criteria
* Weights of 
criteria
s 1 2 3
1 sales price thousand ltl – 0.5 1,744.00 1,750.00 1,500.00 1,982.00
2 land purpose points + 0.051 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
3 site area ares + 0.0215 6.89 8.66 8.4 8.26
4 site position points + 0.0669 0.5 0.8 1 0.6
5 Electricity points + 0.0215 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
6 Water supply points + 0.0154 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6
7 Gas points + 0.0219 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8
8 sewerage points + 0.016 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6
9 time of selling months – 0.023 0 5 8 0
10 prestige of the location points + 0.0452 0.4 0.7 1 0.5
11 pollution levels points – 0.0295 1 0.8 0.5 0.6
12 noise points – 0.0157 1 0.8 0.6 0.6
13 allowed number of  storeys number + 0.0902 9 5 2 5
14 available parking points + 0.0422 0.4 0.7 0.6 1
15 adjacent structures points + 0.04 0.5 1 0.8 0.6
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table 2. the results of multiple criteria evaluation
no. Criteria under evaluation measuring units 
of criteria
* Weights of 
criteria
s 1 2 3
1 sales price thousand ltl – 0.5000 0.1250 0.1254 0.1075 0.1421
2 land purpose points + 0.0510 0.0127 0.0127 0.0127 0.0127
3 site area ares + 0.0215 0.0046 0.0058 0.0056 0.0055
4 site position points + 0.0669 0.0115 0.0185 0.0231 0.0138
5 Electricity points + 0.0215 0.0054 0.0054 0.0054 0.0054
6 Water supply points + 0.0154 0.0040 0.0040 0.0033 0.0040
7 Gas points + 0.0219 0.0045 0.0053 0.0060 0.0060
8 sewerage points + 0.0160 0.0038 0.0038 0.0038 0.0046
9 time of selling months – 0.0230 0.0000 0.0088 0.0142 0.0000
10 prestige of the location points + 0.0452 0.0070 0.0122 0.0174 0.0087
11 pollution levels points – 0.0295 0.0102 0.0081 0.0051 0.0061
12 noise points – 0.0157 0.0052 0.0042 0.0031 0.0031
13 allowed number of storeys number + 0.0902 0.0387 0.0215 0.0086 0.0215
14 available parking points + 0.0422 0.0063 0.0109 0.0094 0.0156
15 adjacent structures points + 0.0400 0.0069 0.0138 0.0110 0.0083
total sum of maximizing normalized balanced rates s+j 0.1054 0.1139 0.1063 0.1061
total sum of minimizing normalized balanced rates s-j 0.1404 0.1465 0.1299 0.1513
Site’s significance Qj 0.2486 0.2511 0.2611 0.239
site’s utility degree nj 95% 96% 100% 92%
site’s priority 3 2 1 4
supply price 1,744.00 1,750.00 1,500.00 1,982.00
market value 1,726.56 1,750.00 1,500.00 1,808.15
table 3. Estimation of changes in the mean deviation of the utility degree, the corrected value and the 
market value of the appraised property 
approximation cycle the corrected value of 
the property 
it is determined whether the corrected value of the appraised 
property has been calculated with sufficient accuracy 
1 1,744.00 |–1.00| < 1%
2 1,726.56 |0.01| < 1%
the said site was also valuated using the 
individual valuation procedure, which is the 
property valuation technique valid in the re-
public of lithuania. this valuation method 
was selected considering the aspects that, in 
appraiser’s opinion, best reflect the property’s 
value. sure, from the market perspective, com-
parison of real estate sales prices is the most 
legitimate method of market value calcula-
tion. valuations based on price comparisons 
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are conditional, because one must know suf-
ficient amount of sales prices of comparable 
properties. on the other hand, such proper-
ties must be similar. at least, the differences 
between factors comprising the value must 
be determined. Generally, not only the condi-
tion but also the price of real property must 
be compared. if these two main conditions 
are satisfied, the sales comparison method is 
preferred over other methods, because direct 
comparison of sales prices is the most reliable 
way to determine the market value. there-
fore, the paired comparison approach of the 
sales comparison method was used. selection 
of comparable properties may also be based 
on the interpretation of the concept of market 
value (raslanas, 2001). if the market value is 
interpreted as the most probable sales price 
of the appraised property, then the properties 
must be selected on the basis of the regres-
sion-correlation analysis of real estate prices 
(raslanas et al., 2006). it is especially true if 
the number of sales transactions recorded dur-
ing the defined period is high and the prices 
are very diverse.
in general, a sales transaction is consid-
ered appropriate for comparison if it meets the 
conditions of suitability. in order for a sales 
transaction to be appropriate for comparison 
with the appraised property, it must be in the 
same neighbourhood, be of similar quality and 
of similar age (difference within 5 years) and 
must be in a residential area that may vary 
up to 15 percent (Kettani and Khelifi, 2001). 
besides, the date of its selling cannot exceed 
12 months after the date of valuation. thus we 
have introduced a similarity index, which must 
determine the degree of similarity between the 
comparable property and the appraised prop-
erty considering certain characteristics, which 
are called similarity features and are intended 
for that specific purpose. they can mark the 
location of the property, architectural styles, 
age, etc. this coefficient may take a value 
between 0 and 100, and this value affects the 
degree of similarity of the comparable property 
and the appraised property.
thus the essence of the sales comparison 
approach is comparison, which means that 
the market value of property is determined 
through comparison of actual sales prices of 
comparable properties also considering small 
differences between the appraised property 
and its equivalent properties. the general 
market value of the appraised property is cal-
culated using the formula:
MV = SP + AV. (10)
here: MV is the market value of the appraised 
property; SP is the sales price of the compa-
rable property and AV is the value of correc-
tions.
in our case, the comparable properties 
have several parameters that differ from the 
appraised property, thus a few correction coef-
ficients are used and the formula (10) looks as 
follows:
MV = SP × K1 × K2 × K3 × ... × Kn ± IV (11)
here: MV is the market value of the appraised 
property; SP is the sales price of the compara-
ble property; K1 K2, K3,Kn are correction coef-
ficients that consider the differences between 
attributes related to the appraised property 
and to the comparable properties; IV is the 
value of additional improvements (it may be 
either positive or negative).
the correction values were calculated using 
the following correction coefficients: time, area, 
purpose, location, networks and the source of 
data.
after evaluation of all sites selected for 
comparison and calculation of the corrected 
prices, we note certain variations thereof. 
the corrected price of 1 are varies between 
ltl 195,428.57 and ltl 228,000.00. there-
fore, the values must be adjusted. the table of 
corrections shows that Comparable site 3 has 
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the lowest general correction coefficient equal 
to 0.95. thus we attribute the highest weight 
equal to 3 to this property. Comparable site 2 
has the highest correction equal to 1.09. there-
fore, its weight is equal to 1. table 5 shows 
adjustment of the values.
table 4. Comparative data 
Date Appraised site Comparable Site 1 Comparable Site 2 Comparable Site 3
Address Švitrigailos g. XX, 
Vilnius
Algirdo g. 10..20, Vilnius Krivių g., Vilnius Birželio 23-iosios g., 
Vilnius
Sales price, LTL  1,750,000.00 1,500,000.00 1,982,400.00
Price of one are, 
LTL











Source of date  Centre of 
Registers 
1 Centre of 
Registers
1 Data of the offer 0.95
Corrected price  202,079.00 178,571.43 228,000.00
Sales time  Oct. 2007 1.1 Jul. 2007 1.14 March 2008 1
Corrected price  222,286.90 203,571.43 228,000.00
Site area, ares 6.89 8.66 1.00 8.40 1.00 8.26 1.00
Corrected price  222,286.90 203,571.43 228,000.00
Purpose Other purposes 
(construction and 




1.00 Other purposes 
(private houses)
1.00 Other purposes 
(private houses)
1.00
Corrected price  222,286.90 203,571.43 228,000.00
Location good very good 0.96 very good 0.96 good 1.00
Corrected price  213,395.42 195,428.57 228,000.00
Networks available available 1.00 available 1.00 available 1.00
Corrected price  213,395.42 195,428.57 228,000.00
General 
correction 
  1.06  1.09  0.95
Corrected price 
of 1 are 
 213,395.42  195,428.57  228,000.00  
table 5. adjustment of the values 
Data Comparable Site 1 Comparable Site 2 Comparable Site 3
Corrected price 213,395.42 195,428.57 228,000.00
Weight 2.00 1.00 3.00
Product 426,790.85 195,428.57 684,000.00
Sum of products   1,306,219.42
Sum of weights   6.00
Adjusted value   217,703.24
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the value of 1 are after the adjustment of 
values is equal to ltl 217,703.24. thus the 
market value of the appraised site is equal to:
6.89 ares × 217,703.24 ltl/a =
LTL 1,499,975 ≈ LTL 1,500,000.
the market value of the appraised property 
determined on 12 march 2008 using the sales 
comparison approach is equal to ltl 1,500,000 
(one million five hundred thousand Litas).
the value determined after a mass valu-
ation procedure, i.e. a search for the aver-
age market value on the basis of the unique 
number in the value zone 57.11 that includes 
the appraised site, made up ltl 511,370 (fig-
ure 3). thus the values of the same site deter-
mined using three different methods of valua-
tion are rather diverse (table 6).
the tax value of the site determined with 
the help of the mass valuation approach is 
by 65.9 percent lower than the value of the 
sales comparison approach and by 70,4 percent 
lower than the value of the mamva method. 
meanwhile, the values determined using mam-
va and individual valuation differ by 13.3 per-
cent. if the site would be taxed at the current 
rate of 1.5 percent based on these values, then 
the land tax would make up ltl 25,950 using 
the value determined by the mamva method 
and ltl 22,500 under the sales comparison 
approach. While the current tax makes up only 
ltl 7,670.55 and is 3.38 times and 2.93 times 
lower, respectively.
Determination of the basis for the real prop-
erty tax is the main issue that must be solved 
to make this tax transparent and stable and 
its administration cheap and efficient. The real 
market value of a site should be taken as the 
tax basis. as we see, fairness of the land tax 
is not ensured, because the tax value makes 
up only about 30 percent of the market value 
although it should correspond to the market 
value. Highly inaccurate valuation prevents 
municipal budgets from considerable tax rev-
enue and the tax efficiency is low.
note: the zone is marked in yellow and its 
borders in green.
figure 3. the value zone 57.11, which includes the subject
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table 6. Comparison of the values of the site in Švitrigailos Street XX (LTL) 
mamva method sales comparison approach mass valuation 
1,730,000 1,500,000 511,370
size of the land tax (ltl)
25,950 22,500 7,670.55
8. CoNClusioNs
the current real property tax system in 
lithuania is inefficient and fails to ensure 
steady and continuously growing revenue. the 
real property taxes are ad valorem taxes and, 
within the last decade, the prices of real estate 
have been growing faster than the revenues re-
lated to real property taxes, thus the system’s 
operation was defective. the main reason is 
insufficient administration of these taxes and 
gaps in laws:
the taxes are not global; –
tax values do not correspond to market  –
values; and 
tax benefits and other exceptions. –
for calculation of the tax values of land, 
we recommend using the average market val-
ues within value zones obtained after a mass 
valuation procedure. the multiple attribute 
market value assessment method (mamva) is 
suggested as the controlling method of valua-
tion and as a tool for handling of appeals re-
lated to tax values. 
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saNtrauKa
ŽEMĖS VERTĖS MOKESTIS DARNIOS MIESTŲ PLĖTROS KONTEKSTE IR VERTINIMAS.  
II DALIS – ŽEMĖS VERTINIMO TECHNIKŲ ANALIZĖ: VILNIAUS ATVEJIS
saulius raslaNas, edmundas Kazimieras zaVaDsKas, Artūras KaKlausKas,  
Arūnas Remigijus ZABULĖNAS
Antroje šio straipsnio dalyje nagrinėjamos problemos, susijusios su žemės sklypų vertinimu. Tuo tikslu buvo 
parinktas konkretus 6,89 arų ploto žemės sklypas, esantis Švitrigailos g. XX, Vilniuje, ir įvertintas trimis 
būdais: lyginamosios vertės, MAMVA metodais ir masinio vertinimo būdu. Apžvelgti šių metodų taikymo 
ypatumai vertinant žemės sklypus, pateiktos rekomendacijos, kaip nustatyti mokestines žemės sklypų vertes 
ir pritaikyti siūlomam naujam Lietuvos nekilnojamojo turto apmokestinimo modeliui.
